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As a part of a more comprehensive mass spectrometric here v , v2 and v-are drift velocities of atomic -study of Townsend dischargeswe have investigated the resp. molecular ions and electrons; The primary termolecular association reaction of atomic neon ionization coefficient a is split in a contribution ions in their parent gas as well as the loss of the from direct ionization a, and from associative ioniresulting molecular neon ions in dissociative collization a2; kc and k are rate coefficients for the d -sions under var,ious discharge conditions. Both reacconversion and the dissociation reaction; n stands tions can be represented by the equation for the electron density.
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Using the boundary conditions n+(d) = n2 (d) = 0 at the anode, we can calculate the dependency of the Molecular ions are also formed by associative ioniion currents at the cathode on the electrode diszation from highly excited states of the neon atom tance d.
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A general trend for the reduced ion current density
In this contribution we will describe the discharge i.e. the cathode ion current density divided by the model used in the evaluation of the measurements. discharge current densiry, is chat for smaii elecWith this model we were able to determine values trode distances, where formation of ions is dominant .for the rate constants of processes (I) at various with respect to collisional destruction, it increavalues of the reduced field strength. Finally from ses with measured values of the dissociation rate at 1 -exp(-ad). different swarm energies a value for the dissociation energy of ~e~+ was found.
Discharge model. Ion sampling from Townsend discharges between flat parallel electrodes at current 2 densities lower than A/cm has the advantage that the discharge can be described by.a simple model. Cumulative processes can be ruled out and only processes in which ground state atoms are involved are relevant. Space charge effects are not present.
Ion sampling is therefore not hampered by space charge shielding around the sampling hole. As long as the gas density and the reduced field strength are constant, the transmission of the sampling hole for a specific ion is the same. In our model we assume that the diffusion of ions in the field direction (represented by the coordinate x), can be neglected with respect to the drift. The atomic resp. molecular ion density n+ resp. n2+ obey For larger distances the probability for collisional destruction of an ion increases and the reduced ion current dgcreases.
Experiment. The experiment was carried out in a stainle,&s steel vessel where between a flat, gold plated cathode containing the 100 urn diameter sampling'hole and a quartzanode covered with tin oxide a non-selfsustaining discharge was maintained.
The usual ultra-high vacuum procedures required in ion collision studies were followed. Ion selection and detection took place with a quadrupole mass spectrometer.
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